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ABSTRACT. The purpose of this study was: (l) to develop a research model which would

demonstrate thqt the core conditions of therapeutic personality change postulated by Carl R'

Rogers also provide o cogent methodology for doing qualitotive research; and (2) to condacl

an inquiry into the inner process of significant change within individuols, as such change

occurred in the ordiru\ry course of their lives. The model involves a deep personal involveme\t

on the part ofthe researcher, a commilnent b entering into the experience ofeach participant

as if it were the reseorcher's own, and on scceptance of the participants involved as the

aurhorities on their own experiencing of self. The data were Sathered ove r a year and a half by

conducting in-depth intervicws duing which the core conditions of the person-centered ap-

proach were offered to the panicipants. Two v'ays in which signiJicant change comes about

were identifed: one was a ioyful change which leads to an increase in self-awareness' The

olher was a tumultuous, lninful experience involving deep personal struggle in which an

increase in self-awareness leads to significont change Regarding tumu\uolts change, ten

claracleristics emerged. Among them were: having a crisis, becoming self-aware' being

persistent, breaking free, and reaching a critical point. The nature of tumultuous change is

described as an outgoing, irreversibk prrcess characte rized by an " essential tension" involving

opponent forces \,ehich creote a dynamic and continrally developing whole. There are discus'

siors abour how the fndings illustate certoin person-cenPred concepts and how lhe research

teas ofdistinct value to the partbipqnts-most specifically, hoyr lhe method itselffocilitated the

process of change by becoming an active part of their living experiences. The role of the

researchers qs pa icipants ond the pqrticipants as researchers is also discussed.

Although both of the authon had a deep interest in better understanding the inner process of
significant change within individuals for years, it was not until we met and had sorne intensive

discussions about this topic that we determined how we would go about researching it. As we
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pondered our own and our clients' experiences of growth as a consequence of personrentered
therapy, it becarrE clear to us that there was really no difference between what had happened to
us during our processes ofdiscovery in ourconsulting rooms and the research that we wanted to
do. Being successfully engaged in person-centered tberapy and doing human science research
shuck us as being essentially the same thing. We are, therefore, in accord with tbe following
observations made by Maureen O'Hara (1986):

In the dia.logical process of client-centered therapy, both therapist and client becorne
engaged in ajoint study oftherich and mysterious world oftheclient. Client-centered
therapy, is, itself, a heudstic investigation into the nature and meaning of human
experience. In his work with clients, Rogers discovered that when a person is engaged
passionately and skillfully in the search for his or her own truth the process itself is
therapeutic. Rogers found himself in the happy situation . . . in which both scientific
and therapeutic gains could be made at the same tirne. . . . In looking for a more effective
therapy Rogers discovered an approach tohuman science that was expansive rather than
reductive. (p. 174)

Once this becameclear, another problem--the one ofhow we would "gather our data"--seenled
almost spontaneously to resolve itself in our minds: If there is no differerrce between doing
p€f,son-centered therapy and the kind ofhuman scienceresearch we were interested in, then there
is also no difference between doing a therapy session and conducting a research interyiew. The
core conditions postulated by Rogers (1957,1959) as being necessary and sufficient for
constructive personality change to occur are also the necessary and sufficient conditions required
to engage participans in a research inquiry in which the focus is sorne aspect oftheir conscious-
ness, their experiencing oftheir world. Thus, we are also in accord with these observations made
by Phillip Barrineau and Jerold D. Bozanh (1989):

The similarities ofapplication [ofthe core conditions of tbe person-centered approach]
between the person-centered therapist and the heuristic researcher are obvious. There
are few differences in the fundamental stance of the therapist and researcher. Thestance
of the researcber is an empathic attitude accompanied with the attitudinal values of
genuineness and unconditional positive regard that are the core of person-centered
therapy, and the focus is on allowing the data to emerge as (he natural expression of the
phenomena to be studied. . . . The manner in which person+entered therapists are
prepared is an equally valid approach for the preparation of heuristic investigators.
When the investigator can embody the attitudinal qualities in a manner similar to the
person-centered therapist, the unfolding process is most apt to occur. The person-cen-
tered research model, then, focuses on the attitudinal values ofthe researcher in the way
that person-centered therapy focuses on the attitudinal values of the therapist. These
values are the critical bases for acquiring emerging data. (pp. 470-472)

As we embarked upon our voyage of discovery, it became clear that rhis kind of research in
which researchers areparticipants and participants are researchers placed rigorous demands upon
us. Some of the searching questions we found ourselves asking were: Can we approach our
research participants with well-informed but open minds? Can we be acquainted with the
literature but hold our knowledge in abeyance so we can make observations with minimal bias,
adhering always to the words and the meaning of the participants? Can we enter the world of
each participant as if it were our own and yet withdraw to our own experience in order to make
observations about that experience? Can we immerse ourselves in all the observations we have
collected andlive with themuntil patterns begin to emerge--without imposing on them the pattem
ofsonE previous study? Can weputthis together in understandable form so thatit willcontribute
to the sum total of wbat others have discovered in their like search for de€per understanding of
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the individual human organism's inner process of growth and of the environmental conditions
that nurture it?

The Participants

Toensuethatthe rcsearch npthodembody as fully as possible the spidt of the person-centered

approach, we decided that no detailed, methodological considerations would be given to the

selection of the research participants. This was a theory-driven conclusion whose guidelines

come directly from Rogen (1980):

The central hypothesis of this approrch can be briefly stated. Individuals have within
themselves vast resources for self-understanding and for altering their self-concepts,

basic attitudes, and self-directed behavion; these resources can be tapped if a definable
climate of facilitative psychological attitudes can be provided (p. 115).

A logical consequence of this, in our opinion, is that there is in fact no need for any kind of
careful selection process when doing this kind of research. Thus, the only requirements for
participatingin this project were that the prospective research participants haveagenuine interest
in the research questions and that they be willing to discuss their processes of change as openly
and as fully as possible.

Initially seven participants, four females and three males, were involved. Two of these

participants were the authors. As we discussed and debated all ofthe issues and problems during
the planning stage, we both ageed that we could not with a clear conscience ask anyone to
participate in this research endeavor before we had gone tkough the experience ourselves. AIso,
there simply was no other way better to understand and evaluate the process of the research

method and to determine its snengths and weaknesses. Hence, our participation to a significant
extent in this research endeavor was on a level equal to all of tlre other panicipants.

With regard to the latter, they became involved initially as a consequence of reading the

following statement which had been circulated among both personal and professional acquain-

tances:

We are interested in learning about how positive, enduring change occurs within
individuals. What, we are asking, are the processes ofchange through which people
grow or mature? To help us answer this question, please describe a situation out of
which a major change in your life occurred: a change that affected the very tenor of
yourlife, of your relationships with other people, and the way you view yourself. Please

include in your description all ofyourexperiences and circumstances--social situations,
economic circumstances, work and living environrnents, interpersonal relationships,
moods, self-perceptions, anxieties, emotional conflicts, bodily feelings, etc.-before,
during and after the change you choose to focus upon.

All of the research participants were white, middle-class college graduates who lived in an

urban environment. Their ages ranged from late twenties to early eighties. Two were married
and had children. Two--one male and one female--were involved in long-term homosexual

relationships. One was divorced and had no children. The other two were single. At the tirne
ofthe research interviews, one ofthe latter was involved in acouple relationship. In addition to

the authors, there was a computer programming specialist, an administrator in a school for
emotionally disturbed children, a stess management consultant, a baker who had just been

accepted to medical school, and a psychotherapist. None of them had ever participated in a
qualitative research study or knew anything about its methods or procedures. Two, on the other
hand, had had prior experience with the person-centered approach and so were acquainted with

the basic principles.
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The Research Process qnd the Interviews

S el ec tio a of PLrt ic ip ants

When sorneone expressed an interest in becoming a research participant as a consequence of
having read the preparcd statement above, a meeting was scheduled during which time we shared
more fully our interests and personal involvements with the research question and answered to
the prospective participant's satisfaction any questions tbat he or she had. We also used this time
to ensure that the prospective panicipant understood that volunteering for this project involved
a significant commitment and that therc could be no guarantees that the endeavor would be
gratifying-tiat there was no way one could predict what the outcome or the nature of the
experience would be like. We also used this meeting to ensure that the Fospective participants
were clear as to what the research procedures woutd be. If, after all of this, they were stitl
interested, we obtained a signed consent form and scheduled a time for the first interview.

The Research Procedure

All of the research participants were asked to try to relive the memories of an experience of
significant change as fully and as vividly as they could. They were asked to use the written
statement about the research project as their guidelines. They were also told that when they came
for their frst interview, they would simply be asked to relate the details of their experience to
the best oftheir abilities. It was emphasized that no time conshaints would be placed upon this
or any other subsequent research interview, thateveryone would have complete freedom to speak
as long or as briefly as he or she wished. No other specific instructions or comments rcgarding
the interyiews were given, both before and during the tirne that they occurred.

The participants were informed that their first interview would be videotaped and that a copy
of the tape as well as a typed, verbatim transcript would be sent to them sometinre thereafter.
When they had perused these materials to their satisfaction, a second, elaborative interview was
scheduled which was also videotaped and transcribed. At this meeting, the participants had the
opportunity to revise and elaborate upon the contents of the first interview. We also used this
time to ask the participants questions about it. Although open to new information which might
be offered by the participants during this second meeting, all ofour questions were intended to
clarify the explicit descriptive material of the first interview. We did not, in other words, ask
about anything that the pafticipants did not themselves discuss or bring up during their fint
meeting.

To prepare ourselves for the second, elaborative interviews, we attempted to gain from the
first interviews as deep a knowledge as our abilities allowed of each participant's experience.
We entered as best as we could into the world of the participant's experience as if it were our
own and dwelled there again and again until we felt that we had an intimate knowing or
experienc ing ofit. This process was repeated after the second, elaborative interview, to integrate
whatever was revealed or clarified during it into our previous understanding of the participant's
experience.

Once each participant's experience was ingested and understood, a nafative was written which
atlempted to relate the essential qualities and themes contained in the two interviews. This was
written in the first person, as though the participant had written it him or herself, and employed
as mucb as possible the original language contained in the two interviews. This narratiye was
then given to the participants and another interview which was also recorded was scheduled at
which time the participant could verify orrevise its contents. Thus, this served as a doublecheck
to ensue that we had truly entered into the experience ofthe participant as fully and as completely
as possible.

With each narrative conlrrned and./or revised by the participant, we proceeded to identiS the
major thernes, features and patterns ofeach participant's process ofchange. After we completed
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this, we viewed the data collectively and attempted to discern what comrnonalities and differ-

ences existed among them. Any significant themes, features or pattems that ran tluough more

than one narrative were noted at this time

The Intervieu)s

The first and the second, elaborative interviews were both approximately two hours in length

for each panicipant. The narrative confirrnation interviews varied in length from forty-frYe'

minutes to an hour and a half. The time that elapsed between the first and the second, elaborative

interviews was aboui one year for all of the participants. The time that elapsed between the

second, elaborative interviews and the narrative confirmation interviews was, on average, six

months. Although the lapse of one year between the first and the second, elaborative interviews

was not part of the research design but, rather, due to personal factols of the authors that were

un"o-ot"d tu th" research project, it proved to be serendipitous in that it funher illuminated

how change and the recollection of change are both ongoing processes that involve personal

constructi;ns of realities that are dynamic, ever evolving, and unique. Each time we rnet with

the research participants, there was some further clariFrcation ofpreviously discussed materials,

an eue. ptesent, ongoing effort to further clariry, understand ormore precisely captureand define

the change in question. Often, sonre new material penaining to the change was introduced' All
of this was, in our view, due to an incessant quest for greater clarity and deeper understanding

that stemmed from a perspective that was itself constantly shifting, evolving, ever growing'

with regard to funher clarification, one of the participants was involved in an additional

interview which occured after the second, elaborative interview and prior to the narrative

confirmation interview. This was due to cenain ambiguities in the participant's reports which

we felt were important to resolve as fully as possible. This additional interview lasted for about

an hour and was indeed yery helpful in clarifying the questions tbat we had.

Finatly, two participants lost their initial enthusiasm and motivation for this project: one

sorptirE between the first and the second, elaborative interview, the othel after the second,

elaborative interview took place. They therefole dropped out before their narratives wele wntten

and so there was a total of five participants who stayed with the project to the end'

Some Emerging Themes: loyful and Tumaltuous Chonges

Two ways in which significant change cornes about were identified. In one way, signilicant

cbange leads to an increase in self-awareness. In the other, it is an increase in self-awarerpss

that leads to significant change. With regard to the former, the change was described aa an

opening up of the seli of a new awareness of tbe self brought about through an intimate

relationship. Reported initially by only one participant, this change was viewed as ajoyful one'

a change that caused the panicipant subsequently to expand her horizons and dare to embark

upon cieative endeavors the likes of which she had only previously dreamt about. In this

participant' s own words :

It was a period ofexplosions, of great creativity and joy. I had . . . a kind of relationship

I had never dreamed of having . . . a very complete kind of relationship, of discovering

whole new parts of my creative ability. . . . He was always inviting me to do something

that stretched me a little. And then I found I could do it and I said: Well, I didn't know

that about myself. I-ook at that! It was like discovering a part of myself that I might

have dreanred about in some vague way, but had no inkling whatsoever of what was

there inside of nre.

Altlrough this joyful change was reported initially by only one participant, it became clear to

the frst author during the subsequent phases of the research that he was himself in the midst of
such a change during the time that the interviews were being conducted. Although he did not
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mention this in his own interviews, it seems in hindsight both relevant and important to this
project and so is described briefly below:

I am the father of two young children. Although I frequently find that role to be an
exhausting and exasperating one, it is often also exhilarating as well. More and more,
I find that my son and my daughter are causing me willingly, enthusiastica.lly to reach
deeper and deeper within myself to grow and change in order to be a better parent. To
rny delight, I am successfully leaming to be much more patient; to share more; to place
their needs before mine; to be morc accepting, morc understanding, and more forgiving;
to be less initable both dudng the day and in the middle of the night. Indeed, this is for
me ajoyfully explosive time: a period filled with wonderment at how much I am able
to stretch myselfand grow in new directions.

The other change--the one facilitated by an increase in self-awareness--was invariably char-
acterized by a tumultuous period of intense pain and deep personal struggle. It was reported by
all of the research panicipants and, in all instances, it was precipitated by a crisis of some sort:
a crisis in which some deeply felt emotional and/or physical situation created an unbearable
condition that was clearly regarded to be unacceptable. There was a feeling of powerlessness,
of chaos or turbulence, and the conviction that things simply could not continue as they had in
the past. This was a "critical point": some specific instance in time, due to feelings and./or events,
in which the participant felt that there was something teribly wrong, that things must change,
that it was simply not possible to carry on as before. This crcated an "essential tension": a feeling
or knowing that it was not possible to retum to the old self, while the vision of the new self
remained uncertain, cloudy, a bundle of desires rather than a reality.

In all, ten characteristics oftumultuous change emerged from the data. As weconsidered how
to bestpresent them, it became clear that, altlrough we troth have strong aversions to such devices,
a table would be the most suitable vehicle. Hence, Table l. which lists those characteristics of
this t'?e of change in the order of frequency with which they were mentioned by the rcsearch
participants and indicate how many of the participants actually identilied each of them.

Table I
Characteri(ics of Tu|nulluous Chonge

Times Number of
Characteristic nrentioncd participans

l. Having a crisis
2. Becoming self-aware
3. Being lErsistent
4. Brcaking liee
5. Reaching a critical point
6. Shifting to internal sell-evaluative criteria
7. Str€ssing importance of other people
8. Tolerating ambiguity
9. Having insight
10. Seeking genuineness

?o

56
42
38
34

3l
2'7

26

All
All
All
Alt
All

4 out of5
A

3 out of5
4 out of5
4outof5

Elnb oration and I llus ta ti on s

What follows is an elaboration of the ten characteristics of tumultuous change that emerged
from this study. In keeping with the spirit of our research nrethod, we have again retumed to the
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interviews of the research participants and used their own words to convey the essence of these

components.

Having a Crisis

Having a crisis was rnentioned most frequently by the research panicipants and was unani-
mously described by them as having been a painful, devastating experience. lnvariably, there

was a geat deal of stress and anxiety. Atl of them mentioned a deeply felt sense of urgency

about their situation and that they felt extremely agitated and disordered. The experience overall
was chaotic, not in any way characterized by some sort of orderly progression:

I don't know ifI've conveyed the extent to which I was devastated and depressed and

felt worthless. I mean, I thought of suicide. I thought of killing myself. . . . In my
earlier years . . . I was a very depressed person and I often thought of ending my life.
And as I struggled to gain some understanding ofmyselfand I began to feel better, those

feelings went away. One of the shocks of this experience was that . . . all of a sudden,
here I was again actually thinking ofending my life. . . .

Experiencing adeath... brought me into the here and now. . . . Ifeltlikelwasjust
dropped onto the planet and just . . . totally aware of where my life was at. . . . It made

me real ize that a lot of times I'm not present. I'min the future, in thepast, but something
about death just brought nn to the middle of where I was.

I reached a point where Ijust felt that I was in the center of a huge tangled skein of yarn.
And I couldn't frnd a way out.

Becoming SeA-Aware

The second characteristic described by all of the participants involved validating their own
experience; being open to it and being able to say that it was real. Often, it involved the idea of
being honest with themselves:

The change was that I was able to acknowledge to myself the . . . lengths through which
I went to try and gain someone's love and approval . . . when the facts were staring me

in the face that this was not going to be possible.

I could look at myself realistically. I could look at my needs without being ashamed of
them. Without trying to justify them. I could look at them and acknowledge that they

were . . . the needs of a child. . . . I was able to acknowledge those needs were there

without condemning myselffor them. . . . I guess it's connected to being able to accept

myself.

I have always thought of myself as a happy, calm, pretfy well-balanced, nutudng
person, doesn't get angry easily, doesn't feel much sadness . . . and suddenly there were

these feelings coming up in me from such deep places. I wasn't even sure they were

mine when they first started coming up.

Being Persistenl

This characteristic in'rolves keeping the awareness alive-+onfronting the crisis and staying
with it. It is an active process that sometimes requires considerable effort:

The combination ofincidents which happened felt so deyastating on eYery leYel that I
. . . didn't know how I was going to get through it. . . and I didn't know if I wanted to
get through il . . . And Ijust [heard] the clearest voice say to me, just keep putting one

foot in front of the other and keep going and you will get there. . . . And thaf s what I

25
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did. . . . I need to just keep putting one foot in front of the other and feel like I was
making progress.

When that way of being [protective] with people . . . is once entrenched, you can get
better and better at changing it. But sornewhere, it's always in there. It's in my
awarenessandlfeelmyselfonguard....I'mawarethatit'spossibletodowhatldid
before. It's not likely to happen. And it's getting less and less likely that it will happen.
But I'm also aware I could slip.

Breaking Free

This characteristic refers to new ways of thinking and acting; breaking habits and ways of
looking at oneself:

That has been life-changing for nre: tofeeltbatlcanbelovedevenifldon'tactina
certain way. I don't have to be there for everybody all the time in order to be loved.
And the other thing that happened is I . . . felt I could love myself even if I wasn't this
ideal person. I guess I grew much more compassionate with myself.

I had to stop sex for about a year. Icouldn'thave sexual intercourse and that tumed me
around a lot [in terms ofl the way I related to rnen. Usually I would relate to men on a
sexual basis and lhope that] the other parts would corne later. Then I couldn't rclate
that way anymore so I had to . . . start working on . . . you know, personal relationships.

Reaching a Critical Point

The panicipants all recognized tbat they had gotten to a place where it was simply impossible
for them to go on as they had before; that there was this point in tirne when they saw with great
clarity and complete certainty that things had to change no rntter what the consequences or
obstacles:

I realized basically that this was crazy, what I had done. This was rea.lly crazy. . . . It
wasn't who I was. . . . And when I was able to begin to understand that and accept that
I had been used, that I had been manipulated . . . I suddenly became very angry. And
with great resolve and a powerful sense ofconviction said to myself, I will never allow
myself to get into this kind of relationship again. And I vowed to be alone for as long
as it would be necessary; until I feltthat it was safe for me to get into a relationship with
a woman that was hea.lthy. . . . I was prepared to be alone for years.

I started drinking more and more and I was more drunk than I was sober. And after a
few wake ups in trospitals and . . . AA and that route, I really felt that this wasn't for
me and that I would need to really escape. So I decided to take my own life. . . . I
attempted to do that and spent about a week in the hospita.l. I was in a coma for three
days and woke up and found out I was very depressed. So I made tbe rounds to all the
doctors that I could and they gave me tranquilizers and they gave rne mood elevators
and they gave me all these sons of drugs. And about four months later it happened
again, except this time I was comatose for two weeks. And I woke up and I said: Oh,
I'll never do this again, I'll be O.K. now and all that t)?e ofthing. And the drinking
got worse. I was in jail twice, not knowing why I was there because I was so drunk.
My whole life was just falling apan. I felt no one loved me. I felt no one understood
me. . . . And then about six months later down the road, after going to therapy at a local
hospital . . . I was very cunning. I saved up all the medication that they had given me
and I took over three hundred pills the third tirne to make sure that the job would be
done and I wouldn't have to really deal with anything any longer. Well, thatcoma was
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twenty-seven days and . . . I woke up! [t-aughs.] I think three [anempted] suicides . .

. is definitely hining bottom.

Shifiing lo Inlemal Self-P)valuative Criteria

Four of the participants spoke about how thei.r change involved movement from extemal to
internal frames of reference with regard to self-evaluation. Whereas earlier, before their
significant changes, these participants tended to placemore importance upon what othen thought
about them while forming or altering thek self-concepts, they subsequendy were much more
inclined to look within themselves and to trust their own experiencing and yaluing ofthemselves
when doing so. It is interesting that this process usually involved a shift fiom a negative to a

more positive view of the self:

I had to be accepted and to be admired and respected and revered. I think there were
such great, great feelings of insecurity on my part in terrns of who I was as a person. I
was vcy needy before this change took place. It mattered to me very much what a
wofiran would think of me. . . . I would be very easily threatened, I was very sensitive
to criticism. Not at all sure of myself in terms of mv own self-concent and not sure of
myself sexually also.

Am I going to stay true to myself and maybe get some real anger and disapproval from
the world or am I going to fake it and be something I'm not and get a lot of approval
from that? AndI finally feel strong enough--or almost strong enough--to facethe world
with who I am even ifthey don't approve of it.

Stressing Importance of Other People

All of the participants spoke at length about the role other people played in their process of
change. Sorne spoke of the persons they were intimately or directly involved with and who were
precipitants sornehow of the process. Others spoke of the understanding and acceptance they
received from friends and relatives who were not necessarily principal actors in the events and
circumstances they described but who by their support and caring were nonetheless acrucialpart
oftheprocess. There is thus an interpersonal component that seems essential to the process of
change. Although he emphasis was different among them, all of the participants suessed in
sonre way the importance of their interaction with the environment; no one spoke about a

significant change by focusing solely upon inhapsychic phenomena:

When I started talking with people about what had happened with my brother-inJaw .

. . and about the sexual abuse, people believed me. That was a huge thing to be believed.
Because when I first told my parents about the abuse, they said it didn't happen. It was
a very important part ofthis process to have people believe my story and to believe in
me.

The most basic and fundarnental thing . . . [wasl that other people loved me. That would
be I'd say the nurnber one facilitator ofchange in my life. Just them being there and
doing for me and helping me has enabled np to realize that, because of their actions a

seed was implanted in me that said, you can change, you can grow, you can move
forward, you can move backward, you can move forward forward forward backward
brkward forward. . . . You can do this and it'll be O.K.

It was knowing when I reached the end of the line that this was really it for me. Ijust
couldn't go on anymore the way I was. And number two, it was asking for help. . . . I
knew I had to change and I had to have help. The good fortune of it was that I had

someone to tum to and that I was willing to ask her. Being able to ask for it [help] was
i mDonant.
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Tolerating Ambiguity

This characteristic, rcported by three participants, involves a willingness to embrace the
unknown. Having reached a critical point in a crisis and feeting tlrat it was impossible to continue
as before, these panicipants found themselves in situations where they felt compelled to make
decisions regarding their futures at times when the consequences ofsuch decisions were far from
clear or certain. Courage was clearly a component of this characteristic of change because
making decisions about the future during a tirne o f uncertainty invariably involved a willingness
to take dsks. A tolerance for ambiguity was also reported by these participants during their
effons to be self-aware and open to their experiences. Usually, they were facing painful things
in their lives which they had been ayoiding for a long time and which were, therefore, quite
confusing to them:

Pacing yourself through the changes and being able to tive with the anxiety. That,s a
big pan ofit-living with the anxiety, you know, until the change becornes a little more
clear. The biggest part of the change I find is that fuzzy part . . . that in between pan.
Andjust letting it be and letting it happen and trusting in the pft)cess . . . .

What it really is is just being open to the changes. To letting younelf be open to the
unkrown . . . that you just don't know what's going to happen, but just going with it
and trusting that you'll do whatever you haye to do to get there. yeah. And it's still
scary. It'll never not be scary.

Having Insight

This characteristic refers to those mornents when the participants saw with great clarity; like
a light was suddenly focused on something. But in describing this, the participants spoke of
more than just seeing intuitively or having the cognitive ability to look into a situation and
apprehend the nature of things. They often spoke of having a "knowing" of something which
involved strong emotions and, sornetimes, also had physical components to it. This experience
often seerned in part to describe a process first discussed by Rogers (1950) and subsequently
developed by Gendlin (1978) into the concepr which the latter called focusing. Also, it was clear
during the interviews that, for this process of discovery to have meaning for the participants, it
had to happen within them. Someone ousidecould verbalize it, but this process ofknowing bad
to occur deep within the person:

It was like an awakening . . . to what had bappened. Really seeing it. It was a feeling
or a knowing that just went through my entire body . . . which made me feel relaxed
and sure of what was going on. It was like I felt this energy flowing downwards . . .

flowing through my body. . . . That best describes how it was more than somethins
intellectual. It was really physical in some way. . . .

All these things I was doing . . . came to me in a word that I had not thought of before:
It was "protective". I'm being protective. And then I thought: What do I protect? I
protect what I possess! And then the whole thing burst on me . . . fell in on me like an
avalanche.... Itwasasudden insight that was the beginning lor the change]. . . . It
was very deep. It reached to my very core.

Seeking Genuineness

This characteristic was most often identified by the participants saying in one form or another:
I wasn't being myself. It refers to a self-awareness, a dissatisfaction with the way the participants
wef,e both thinking and acting in the world. Whenever the participants spoke about this
characteristic, they seerned to have two concepts of self in mind: an idea.l or authentic selfthat
referred to positive, innate core qualities; and a real or perceived self which referred to the way
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they saw themselves operating in the world. And, it seemed ftat the extent to which there was

a divergence between these two views of self was the extent to which this component fueled their
processes of change:

What I was thinking ofjust then was the uffeal self that I presented. The facade that I
had manufactured. I was not myself. I was not being myselfin that relationship. I was

pretending to be who I thought I had to be in order to gain acceptance and love and

approval.

I was able to acknowledge to myself that I had done all ofthese things with motivations

that werc not genuine or sincere. That I was dissembling, that I was being a person who

wasn't really me. . . .

This wall I had put up since I told them I was abused just wasn't worth [it] anymore

because I just really didn't care whether they believed me or not. . . Ijust wasn't going

to act Phoney anymore.

Some Observations

There are some problems with conceptualizing the process ofchange as a pattern or a number

of themes or characteristics. By identifying and labeling components of the process and

subsequently describing or analyzing them, we have removed ourselves from the living experi-

ence of the changes which the participants reported. All of the characteristics that we have

identified above are connected and operate together in a kind of whirlpool. Identifying charac-

teristics of the process of change is like looking at the individual frames of a movie. What is
happening is suddenly froz€n in time. Examining such a "still" can perhaps give one a better

grasp of what exists or is happening within that individual frame. But all dynamic, ontological

meanings, all possibilities of comprchending the scene of which that photograph is a part have

been lost. To do that, one has to run the film th.rough a projector and view the action on a screen.

So it is wilh viewing the process of change. The moment you stop it to take a befter look, the

more removed you are from the essence of tbe experience.

Our own experience with the data sustains this observation. After the above characteristics

entered into our awareness as a result ofhaving engaged in ourresearch processes, some of them

becanre blurry again: they lost their shape, began to dissolve again and mix with one another.

For example, it was often difficult to separate the characteristic of being honest with oneself or
being open to one's experience with the characteristic of keeping tbe awareness alive. It was

similarly hard to separate at times the characteristic ofbeing in a painful, tumultuous crisis with
the characteristic ofhaving reached a critical point. Also, the characteristics ofseeking genuine-

ness and shifting to intemal, self-evaluative criteria often seenred to merge, as did a willingness

to embrace the unknown or to tolerate ambiguity with the idea of breaking free, of finding new

ways of looking at oneself. We decided to retain each of them as separate entities, however,

because they all did emerge separately from the data at one time or another. Although some of
them tended to cluster together as we stuggled to comprehend the participants'processes of
change, there were nevertheless qualitative differences among them that seemed sufficiently
genuine and consistent.

S ome T e nt ative C o nc lus ions

One of the most striking aspects of the nature of change is that the process never ends. Nor

does the process of understanding it. Throughout the interviews, the participants were engaged

in an active and ongoing struggle to make greater sense of their experiences. Every time they

reviewed some aspect of their tives, some additional light was shed on it. Invariably, when they

went back, they added some richness, discovered some greater depth, or got some clearer

understanding. Usually it seerned that this punuit was fueled by a powerful energy - a relentless
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drive to further refine and clarify the experience under review, to bring it into sha4)er focus, to
add more detail, to comprehend it more fully. Furthermore, as the participants engaged in this
ongoing deepening of their understanding, there were subde changes boti in their views of their
experiences and of themselves. It was as if the flavors were forever changing as the tastes were

being described and thattheperson who sat down atthe table to dinewas not the one who recalled
the meal. Clearly, the participants were involved in an ongoing process of constructing and
reconstructing their experiences whenever they spoke of them. And, each time they did so, tbey
were somehow viewing them from a slighdy different place and with a different intemal
persp€ctive. Without doubt, the participants in this project never stepped into the same strcam
twice. Their reports, therefore, seem to strongly support modern constructivist views of mind
andmentation (e.g., Berger & Luckman, l966iGeertz,l973;Gergen, 1985; Gibson, 1979; Kelly,
1955; Lakoff, 198?; Mahoney, 1991; Minsky, 1987; Rorty, 1979; Watzlawick, 1984).

Closely connected to the observation that change is an ongoing, never ending process is the
idea - also rcported by the participants - that there is no such thing as "a change"t some event or
experience that can be isolated or viewed separately from everything else in one's life. To retum
again to the words of one of the participants:

I thought it was rather clear to me which change I felt had most affected me over [the]
longest period of time. And then...wben I once started thinking about change U realizedl
what really seemed to happen for me is...not any change but maybe a whole book of
changes. One certainly leads into another. So that although [this] change seems separate

in itself, it really isn't. Because the one I've chosen is one I think without which the
others could not possibly have taken place...

Another participant put it this way:

I se€ this change now as not being an isolated change but rather a part of my whole
existence. It's one piece ofa puzzle that I'm still putting together. what I mean is that
the desire for approval and acceptance that I bad...this great neediness with women...was
not just with wonren but was all pervasive in my life. And I feel now, as I look upon

this, it was a shaking out of my relationship with women. But the neediness and the
desire for approval and my uncertainty about my own being cenainly still exist in other
areas. And I think one of the changes I'm going through right now is: How does it exist
in my work?

Another aspect of the nature of change which seems clear is that the process is irreversible.
There may be dips and defours along this way - and there are of course cbanges which are

regressive or which inhibit or retard growth - but the process itself is not reversible because the
person is ever evolving, somehow different, and so can never completely retum to a previous
state of awareness or existence. In conceptualizing positive, growth-promoting change, the
second author likened it io a joumey on a tilted coil: after "hitting bonom" the person who is
experiencing significant change begins an upward journey, as on a tilted coil which is open at
the top. The moyernent upward, however, is not in a straight line. The topmost point ofeach loop
of the coil is higher than the topmost point of the preceding one; it is also true that the lowest
point ofany loop is likely to be lower than the topmost point ofthe preceding loop. When at the
bottom of any loop there may be confusion, despair, feelings ofhopelessness and frustration, but
not generally as profound or as debilitating as when in a similar position on the loop during a
previous cycle because, again, one is at a higher (more self-aware) place.

Thetiltedcoil points to another aspectofthe nature ofchange which is that it appears to involve
cycles. Subsequent to reaching a critical point and/or having an insight, during the time that the
participants were resolving a crisis and/or breaking free of old habits and concepts, there was a
concentrated period of great clarity when they were able to see things in a very precise and
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uncluttered way. It was described as an exhilarating period of lighmess during which there was

this laser-like vision about the change: everything seemed to make sense: there were no

ambiguities, everything was satisfactorily resolved. Thingsjust "felt right". Sometimes it se€rrEd

as if there were no limits to what the participants felt they could accomplish and how good they

coutd feel about themselves. This period was invariably followed by a morc muted emotional
life, a slowing down and a beclouding of the cognitive processes, and a retum of some of the

previous feelings of malaise and confusion. Other issues that were somehow viewed as unsatis-

factory in the participants' lives surfaced and the participants again began to feel burdened and

disquieted. Sornetimes these feelings would ebb and flow forquitea while, sometimes they would
be short lived. Either way, they usually would swell and build subsequently to a crescendo that
would trigger another crisis and the process ofchange described above would then begin anew.

The final aspect of the process of change that we wish to mention involves the presence ofan
optimal level of tension within the individua.l. This is an idea developed by the second author
which is derived in part from Fritjof Capra's (1982) discussion of self-organizing systems and

the concept of an imbalanced balance.
Capra (1982) said that we talk a good deal about gening a balance between this and that. But

he said that when thinking oflife and growth, we can never talk about having a perfect balance.

Tbere always has to be a certain amount of imbalance in whatevet kind of balance there is,

otherwise there would be inertia. And inertia is a state of no motion, no activity - death. From
this pe$pective, thepresence oftension is a necessary ifnot crucial aspect of the nature ofchange.

If there is the right amount of tension then the process of change occurs. If there is too much

tension, the person decompensates and regresses, perhaps. And, if there is not enough tension,

then perhaps there is just stagnation, no growth.
As we considered this idea, it seenred clear that most of the characteristics ofchange described

above by the participants do require an optimal level oftension in order for them to be facilitative
of the process ofchange. Certainly an optimal level oftension is required to endure a crisis and

to reach a critical point. It also seems to be necessary in order for one to be able to validate one's

experience and to be self-aware, to seek genuineness, to tolerate ambiguity, to shift ftom external

to intemal self-evaluative criteria, to be persistent, and to break free from old habits and ways of
thinking.

On Experiencing the Eryerience

It is well known that Rogers was fond of characterizing the essence of the person- centered

approach as "experiencing theexperience" ofanother person. This raises an important point since,

during the course ofconducting our research, we met individuals who asserted that, were we to

give them copies of our verbatim tanscripts, they would have as good an understanding of the

process ofchange after a few hours ofreading as we had as a consequence ofhaving spent many

different months engaged in the processes ofempathic immersion in other people's worlds.

In Person Knowledge, Polanl (1962) repeatedly indicates that experiences can be compared

in depth and the more deeply they affect us the moreglnaine they may be said to be. We believe
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that this cuts straigbt to the heart of this matter. Funhermore, the more genuine an experience
may be said to be, the bener one is able to comprehend it. People who have never indwelled or
empathically imrnersed themselves in the life of another cannot possibly know in depth what
that experience is and what that process has to offer.

An example to illustrate this point is two ways in which one might understand the process of
water freezing. You could say tbat when water reaches a certain temperature, its composition
changes ftom a liquid to a solid. And, you could talk about the molecular changes that occur as

this takes place. You could also take your arm and plunge it up to your shoulder into a banel of
ice water and keep it there as the water becomes a solid mass. Similarly, you could understand
a roller coaster ride by making observations about the panicipants and the cars from sorne good
vantage point on the ground. Or you could buy a ticket and get on.... The more you can get inside
an experience, the greater ability you have to understand the process that are involyed. It's a
matter of deeply experiencing something: apprehending it notjustcongnitively, but with as many
of your senses and your emotions as are possible.

The Value of the Reseqrch to the Participants

One of the most gratifying results ofconducting this project was that the participants all found
the research process to be ofconsiderable penonal value. Without exception, they said that they
knew themselves better and were able to trust themselves more and so be more open to their
experiences as a consequence ofdoing the interviews. The research was directly relevant to them
because, in itself, it nurtured and stimulated the processes of growth and change. In addition to
having great value, this is also in our view one of the characteristics that clearly distinguishes
this research from most traditional methods. Again, to retum to the participants' words:

I was amazed at how accurate it fthe narrative] was, which feels surprising and good.
Because itmeans that somebody really listened to what I was saying and had no agenda
other than to listen to what I was saying. That is not an experience which I had very
often growing up.... What I also realized is that reading this...really forced rrle to take a
look at how I present myseli... What is missing is a lot of the emotionality and
exciternent that I feel inside - which I don't think I let get to the outside. That was the
biggest eye-opener in reading this.

One of the participants spoke about how, when he first began to read the narrative, he had a
strong desire to put it away because it was too vivid for him. He then goes on to say:

You do have to look back but the key is not to dwell. The key is to learn and then move
forward. I've never really told anyone about this experience before.... Before Ijust kind
of tucked it away.... Now I've revealed it. I've looked at it and there's a cenain
peacefulness that I do rcally feel.... Because of the [research] experierrce I feel better
about myself Ifs definitely a weight that have been taken away. I don't mean just fiom
my shoulder. I mean fiom my head to my toes. I feel kind of rested and less heavy. I
feel less obligated to hide. I think that is what I'm getting ar. I don't want to hide the
experience [anymore] .

The process ofdiscoyery that occuned during the interviews - those peak mornents at which
there are some shifts in understanding, some sudden increased awareness ofself- seemed often
to be more special than any of the other positive experiences reported by the participants:

PARTICIPANT: I knew him for seven years. It took me seven years to move out. That
physical combination, I didn't realize it, of him choking me and me feeling choked
emotionally was the last piece where I said: This is it! No matter what I do, I've just
got to get out of herc....
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INTERVIEWER: I'm not clear. That experience of being physically choked...at tbat
time you had the awareness that there w:rs a connection between lhat and being
emotionally choked?

lPause.l

INTERVIEWER: That was just now that that happened?

[Another pause.]

PARTICIPANT: That was just now....

INTERVIEWER: Just now.

PARTICIPANT: Yeah! That was just now:

The verbatim uanscripts and the videotapes that the participants received of their interviews
were also ofspecific value to them. Here, there was a mixed reaction: some found the transcripts
more powerful, others were more impressed by the videos. In either case, howeyer, the
participants clerly indicated that by reviewing these materials they further increased their self-
awareness. Both the tnnscripts and ihe videos seemed to intensify the process ofself-exploration
and to make the experience discussed more vivid, In one case, the videotapes turned out to be of
lasting and ongoing value in three distinct ways: First, the participant was so sb:uck, so fascinated
by his appeannce and his personality as they came across in the tapes that he found himself
retuming again and again to them to study himself and, in a sense, to become better acquainted
with himsell Second, this individual, who spoke in great detail about many painful and very
intimate experiences that he bad had in his life, found himself having to change psychiatrists
sometime after the interviews were conducted. To introduce himself to his new doctor, he gave

him the videoiapes ofthe first two interviews. The psychiatrist subsequently reported that he had
found viewing them to be most helpful both in understanding the participant and in establishing
a positive therapeutic relationship. Third, this participant, a man who had been involved in a
siable but sometirnes stormy homosexual relationship with the sarne partner for nxmy yeins,

decided to show the videotapes to his panner. In the interviews, the participant had discussed
both the history ofhis homosexuality and his relationship with this individual on levels that went
deeper than anything he had ever been able to say directly to him. Thus, when his parher saw
the tapes, they opened up some extremely positive things between them. His partner was deeply
moved and acknowledged that he had never really realized how much the panicipant loved him.
And, they subsequendy had a hea.ling and growth-producing experience which grew directly out
oftheir reviewing the interviews together.

On Veriff ing ps.ttn'Centered Concepts

It was not our intention to confirm or refute any person{entered conceps in conducting this
research, In the course of its execution, however, it becarne clear to us that the participants were
in fact talking about some of the basic concepts of this approach and thai the issue of their
verification should therefore be raised.

In Rogers' last statement about his form of therapy Eogers & Sanford, 1989), there is a section
in which four basic concepts are introduced and briefly described. They are: concept of self,
actualizing tendency, experiencing, and incongruence. That these concepts can be identified in
the research interviews is unequivocal.

Concept of se lf
Rogers and Sanford (1989) have the following to say about this basic concept:
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Infants b€come aware of experiences that tlrey discriminate as being "me." Slowly a
self-concept is formed. It may be thought of a s an organized, consistent conceptual
gestalt composed of the perceptions of the "me" or "I" and the perceptions of the
relationship ofthis "I" to the outside world and to othen. It includes the values attached
to these perceptions. It is a fluid, changing gesta.lt, but at any given moment, it is an
entity...available to awareness, but not necessmily in awareness. It is a constant refetent
for tbe person, wbo acts in terms of it. (p. 1492)

Cleady, all of the participants spoke about their experiences of change in terms of an "I" or
"me" that was in relationsbip to others and to various aspects of ]ife. And, these perceptions all
had values attached to tbem. That it was a fluid, changing gestalt is borne out by the very heart
of this inquiry: all of the panicipants reported on significant experiences in their lives that
facilitated or resulted in sorne son oflasting, growthsome change within themselves.

Actualizing tendency

This term refers to the view or hypotheses that:

Human beings, like every other living organism (plant or animal), have an inherent
tendency to develop all oftheir capacities in ways that serve to maintain or enharrce the
organism. This tendency is a reliable one, which, when free to operate, moves human
beings toward what is terrned growth, naturity, and life enrichment.... Many students
of human personality have held this same view. Kurt Goldstein was probably the fiIst
to give it is name, and the concept runs through all of Abraharn Maslow's writings. One
ofthe most compelling staternents ofthis position was made by the Nobel prize winning
biologist Albert Szent Gyorgyi. He concluded from his life work that there is definitely
a drive in living matter to perfect itself. He demonstrated this drive at the cellular level,
as well as in fte total organism...fand] gave solid backing to the corrcept of the
organism's actualizing function. (p. l49l)

The most dramatic example ofthe actualizing tendency - in both the physical and psychological
realms - in this research inquiry is the participant who made three suicide attempts during the
course ofone year and who, in his last attempt, took over 300 pills and remained in a coma for
27 days. This was apanicipant who, the suicide attempts notwithstanding, said firmly throughout
the interviews tbat he had neyer really given up on himself; that there was always a spark in bim,
a fight, an inclination to grow. To us, this points both to what a tremendously powerful force the
actualizing tendency can be and to the complexity of the process. Its power is attested to by the
doctors' reports during the coma that the participant had less than a 5G50 chance of surviving
and that, were he to pull through, there was a very strong possibility that there would be brain
damage. Its complexity is indicated by the apparendy simultaneous existence of a death wish
and a will to live. The participanf s attempts to kill himselfdid not mean that he had clearly given
up on himself and on life. Cenainly that was one level of his experiencing. But there seerned to
have been a strong push towards continued existence prcset at the same tirne: two antithetical
forces operating simultaneously and creating a powerful tension between them.

Looking at the process ofchange more generally, it seems to us that all ofthe struggle reported
by the panicipants - their desire for change, the feelings that they expressed that their situations
were somehow intolerable and that they could no longer go on as bi:fore - also verify theexistence
of the actualizing tendency. What else could account for their cleady expressed desires to escape
from heteronomy, to develop, to expand, to grow - to, in a very real sense, perfect themselves?
Why else would they have stayed for so long with such painful and chaotic experiences? With
regard to this, it is extremely interesting to us that, although the tumultuous changes were
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uniyersally very unpleasant experiences, none of he participants regretted that they had gone

through them.

Experiencing

This basic concept rcfers to the process that includes all that is happening within an individual
that is available to awareness. Rogers and Sanford (1989) point out that in therapy this concept
has a specia.l meaning that is usually called "experiencing fully" and that it was Cendlin (1978)
who "...elaborated upon this concept and developed a nrethod called focusing to help persons let
thernselves 'focus downward and inward, step by step,' until a shift is felr that is physiological
and viscera.l in nature" (p. 1492). They go on to say:

This uncovering is the crux of the therapeutic process. It is in momcnts when a

previously denied experience is focused on and experienced fully, openly, and with
acceptance that change occurs.... This experience of a visceral shift is not imaginary.
Research has shown that, when persons are looking within a receptive and nonjudg-
mental manner, attending to the felt sense oftheir own state ofbeing, a shift that is open
to awareness may take place.... There is a physically sensed release or opening up....
From the subjective point of view, this experiencing is a referent that the client can
use.... [It] is one of the most imponant elements, if not the most important element, of
change in therapy. (p. 1492)

There is no doubt - particularly when one views the videotapes - that all of the participants had
these moments of experiencing during their research interviews. It can most clearly be seen

occurring during those mornents of discovery which we have mentioned above in our discussion
of the value of this research to the panicipants. During those moments (which have also been

called "Aha!" or "Eurekal" experiences), there usually is visual evidence on the tapes - a sudden
widening of the eyes, a frozen, open-mouthed pause, a jerk of the head, a straightening of the
torso, a deep inhale, a laugh, a sigh ofrelief - of some awakening, some wonderment that signals
that a powerful discovery has just been made that is brand new.

Incongruence

Rogen and Sanford (1989) bave the following (o say ahut this basic concept:

Incongruence is the discrepancy that can arise between theexperiencing ofthe organism
and the concept of self.... When there is a high degree of incongruence, the actualizing
tendency acquires a confused or bifurcated role. The self- concept komes supported
by this tendency as the person struggles to enhance the picrure he has of himself, and
yet tbe organism is also sriving to meet its needs, which rnay be quite at odds with the
conscious desires and the self{oncept of the person.... The self is moving in one
direction and the organism in another. (p. 1492)

This concept can also be characterized as the tension that exists between the perceived self
and the ideal seli As the process of self-actualization occurs, as one becomes a more fully
functioning person, there is a merging ofthese two views, a greater degree ofcongruencebetween
them.

The characteristics ofthe process ofchange that we called "Shifting to Intema.l Self- Evaluative
Criteria" and "Seeking Genuineness" clearly illustrate the extent to which the experiences of
change which the participants reponed verify this basic concept ofincongmence. Without doubt
and without exception, theexperience ofincongruerrce was pervasive and of(en intense. Through-
out the interviews, the panicipants constantly stressed that they were not really being themselves
in the situations they were describing, that their thoughts and actions often felt alien to them
sonrehow and so often confused and angered them. In one way or another, they all spoke ofideal
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and perceived or rea.l selves and of a rErging sonrehow between these two views during the
courses of their change.
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